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Michael Hutton, PG (IGS), GD (GIA) 

Originally from Gary, Indiana; born 5/21/1957; contact info at www.diamondgrader.com  
 
Life long relationship with the principal owner of CSI Ag having knowledge of the mine and its planning 
for over 20 years.  
 
Major investor helping to bring the CSI Ag out of dormancy with the mine and crypro-currency exchange 
going into full operation.  
 
Assembled key personnel for the crypto-currency exchange and mining operation acting as Director of 
Operations; Negotiated with the principals to bring the crypto-currency exchange technology under the 
ownership of CSI Ag. 
 
Pioneer in the set up and digital incorporation of the Silver Backed Currencies known as NORFED/Liberty 
Dollar (RCO Territory 89109 in that System) and PayAce (VIP shareholder of PayAce) and 
www.eSilverMoney.com (current domain name owner). 
 
Extensive background in operations research, critical path analysis, time/efficiency studies, and business 
management.  
 
Extensive and diverse advanced skill sets detailed below: 
 

Current owner of The Diamond Grader gem laboratory in Las Vegas, Nevada being a practicing 
professional gemologist/appraiser (USPAP) for the last 10 years. Attended the Diamond Education 
College in Johannesburg, South Africa (1 year in residency) and have specialties in rough diamond 
evaluation, marking rough diamonds for cutting and polishing diamonds; trained in Colored Stone cutting 
as well.  
 

 
 

http://www.diamondgrader.com/


Studied Business Administration at National University (4.0 GPA) and attended the Nevada State Military 
Academy (received highest entrance test score in State history) in the Nevada Army National Guard (OCS 
– Honorably Discharged). Proud Honor Graduate of the USAF School of Applied Aerospace Sciences 
(1976) working in Metrology (Science of Measurement) and Honorably Discharged.  
 
Trained in the Chinese Internal Arts for over 20 years as Uchi-Deshi to and advanced student of World 
Renowned Martial Arts Pioneer, Master M. C. Felkoff; awarded 5th Degree Black Sash in 2007. Specialty 
weapons include: Double Edge Dagger, Karambit, Steel Whip, and Hooked Cane. Studied advanced 
Meditation Arts and Chinese Medicine under Shaolin Monk and Doctor Wey Jun Kwang. Student and 
personal lab assistant to Dr. Gary D. Peterson, holder of 5 PhD degrees. Student and assistant to Dr. 
Gregg Serrao in mechanics and other advanced technologies.  
 
Repaired and Calibrated advanced electronic, electro-mechanical, digital, analog, and video systems for 
over 30 years. 
 
Skilled in Photography, Sound Engineering, Physics, Chemistry, Spectroscopy, Microscopy, and 
Mathematics, but not limited to. 
 
Can walk on water if the temperature is below 32 degrees F. 
 


